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Ridgetop rockers
Knockout stonework – and scenery

Inland from Coffs Harbour on the NSW
mid north coast is the Dorrigo Plateau,
a green and gorgeous region of farmed
rolling hills punctuated by rainforest dells
and surprise gorges and waterfalls. Its
731m elevation, rich soil and high rainfall
have made it famous for its potatoes
and dairying, as well as for its fabulous
scenery, where the land meets the clouds,
often merging. In fact, with around
2000mm per year, Dorrigo is the wettest
town in NSW!
I chose it for a birthday weekend
destination and began to search
online for accommodation, seeking the
impossible, of somewhere stunning and
affordable. For once I found it. Ridgetop
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BY SHARYN MUNRO

Hideaway's views seemed superb, there
was a pool and a spa, the stone house
looked impressive and interesting, and
what's more, it was of local stone.
My TOB ears pricked up. I emailed the
question to the owners, Matt and Dina.
'Yes,’ said Dina, 'we built it all ourselves.’
Now, it's a rare privilege to stay in an
owner built house anyway, but of course I
also asked to do a story about it.
From the gate the views are indeed
stunning, but as I head down the drive

through lush cow-dotted paddocks
towards the trees and buildings, I am
distracted by the colourful mosaic sign on
the large watertank – then by the pair of
upended female legs, in shorts and boots,
which seem to be diving into it. H-mm,
whimsy ahead, I suspect.
Drawing closer, I can see that there are
two distinct and quite different buildings
stepping down the slope, plus a huge
shed, and a great deal of rock walls and
features amidst gardens and rainforest.
The quality of the rockwork tells me I am
in for a treat, and quantity of it tells me I
am going to be in awe. I am unprepared
for the extra artistic elements, in timber
by Matt and in leadlight by Dina.
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Granite galore
Both grew up here. Matt's family have
been in Dorrigo for five generations, and
in 1985 the couple bought these several
blocks from his family. They were bare
paddocks, no electricity or water.
They had each seen many styles
and methods of building during their
individual travels. The inspiration for
owner building came from places like the
Himalayas and Afghanistan. Matt figured
'if an old village tradesman with nothing
but a hammer and a trowel can build a
beautiful two-storey house in Nepal,’ he
could do something here.

Having grown up on a farm, he was
practical. 'I had a good eye and knew
what a straight edge and a tape measure
were, and … had seen how things went
together.’ And then they were given
access to a bush block 80km away
with abundant granite rocks. They had
permission to take as many rocks as they
could pick up – so long as where they had
been taken from could not be seen, and
they did no damage to that environment.
Matt reckons they have used about 250
tonnes of rock here and that every rock
was handled at least nine times. Each was
picked up off the ground, loaded onto the

truck, loaded off, picked up and cut with
a bolster (brick chisel) for building, put
in the wheelbarrow, put in the wall, put
back down because it didn't fit…
All had to be cut with a hammer and
chisel, and 'that was our first heartbreak.’
They had about 30 tonne of rocks, but
could not handcut them. They had no
idea that this granite would be so hard
to cut; it comes with two natural flat
surfaces, like slabs or slices, but needs to
be cut to size. A desperate Matt found 'an
old stonemason supply guy in Sydney,’
who got them some chisels 'with great
big tungsten wedges in them.’ Handmade
in Italy, they cost about $450 each – 'we
wore out four.’
I can see that some of the rocks used
are huge, inset vertically or arranged in
the walls like natural artworks. Matt says
they used to pick them up by themselves
– 'we were indestructible then.’

Starting simply
The main stone house where I am to
stay was their first building. They went to
an architect, with the principal criterion
of their brief being to make it as simple as
possible in construction. That simplicity
was two offset rectangles, with a pitched
roof. It was split level, the lower giving
living space, verandah space, private
spaces and entry space, the top one
providing three bedrooms, for their two
boys and themselves, and the bathroom.
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It was intended to be of weatherboard,
with a small stone wall between two
levels. They put that stone wall in first;
it went so well that they thought they'd
put in another … 'we literally built it
wall by wall, thinking when we get sick
of it, we'll build the rest in timber and
weatherboard.' That didn't happen.
The cavity walls have stone both sides
on the lower level, but they used bricks on
the inside of the upper level because their
flat surface allows furniture to be placed
right up against the wall. From Grafton,
the bricks have tumbled edges, more
sympathetic with the stone.
Matt can see the improvement
in his stonework as he did more and
gained confidence. He says that an old
stonemason who visited was able to
pick out the days of the week and Matt's
moods from the way the rocks were laid!
The house was designed for passive
solar; Matt thought he knew where north
was; they went ahead and dug all the
footings by hand. But he admits he 'was a
bit wrong'; in fact it was facing west. He
puts it down to 'local arrogance.’
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Rock meets timber
They solved the problem of fitting the
sets of western red cedar windows into
the stonework by using welded metal
frames, boxed in so they could lay around
them, and backfilled with concrete to
weather seal and strengthen. Architraves
are all cypress pine from mill scraps.
The lower level is a large open space,
with the kitchen benches the only
division. On entering the main door,
the eye goes at once to the spectacular
polished blue gum root – 'that got pushed
up in clearing'– soaring from the top of
the steps between levels – and to the owl
perched on top.
If rock rules outdoors, timber rules
inside, with nothing wasted and nothing
escaping careful and aesthetic treatment.
The wide blue gum slab topping on that
internal rock wall is left over from the
eight and half metre roof rafters that run
right out to the edge of the verandah.
I'm charmed by the main bedroom
door's architrave; the upper end becomes
arching branches and timber raindrops.

Matt loves trees – he has planted
hundreds – and timber, and has
fascinating stories behind most of
his 'finds.’ All his big posts, as on the
verandah, are offcuts from the 1980s
when the US Navy contracted the local
Boral sawmill to supply tallowwood
buffers to be bolted to the bow of ships
in their Arctic icebreaker fleet. They
were flawless 200mm x 200mm x 3m
long posts, worth hundreds of dollars
each – and those were just the offcuts.
Tallowwood is a Dorrigo treasure, so
durable it is used from fence posts to all
the decking I see here.
The unexpected timber archway on
the back wall in the main bedroom came
about from necessity, via quick thinking.
They flew their bricklayer friend Johnno
up from Tasmania to do the bricklaying
in the house over the summer holidays.
But they ran out of bricks by that wall. As
Johnno had to get back, between them
they thought of a brick arch with timber
infill. It's like an enormous bedhead.
In this upper level the timber is all
rosewood panelling that was destined
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for the new Parliament House – I did say
Matt has a story for most of his timbers!
As he tells it, 'in 1985-6 when the Franklin
Dam blockade was on, to appease the
Greens Bob Hawke said no rainforest
timbers were to be used in Parliament
House. But the trees were already dead
and being kiln-dried in Murwillumbah, so
all wasted! All the timber was auctioned
off in three days and completely flooded
the market.’
Matt still has heaps of it – therefore he
has to keep building.
He also makes furniture, so I did ask
him the much-debated question of what
to use to finish timbers. Having tried
many, he has no definitive answer, but
offers the following comments: in his
opinion some of the more well-reputed
organic oils are 'food for mould' and turn
timbers black when used externally;
linseed oil should always be boiled, not
used straight; tung oil is too thick to
use, and has to be watered down with a
hydrocarbon like turps; tallowwood has
inherent greasiness, causing paint to peel
off after 2-3 years.

Prioritising to survive
Matt and Dina were lucky to be able to
live offsite, in a worker's cottage on Matt's
parents' farm, travelling up each day to
work full-time on the building – with
toddler Carlo helping. Then Dina would
do a night shift as a barmaid at a hotel in
Dorrigo to maintain a cash flow – often
after a day cutting rocks. She did end up
harming her shoulder with all the jarring
from using a 2kg hammer.
Everyone warns that owner building
can strain any relationship. This couple
found that after working on the house
for 20 months during 1985-6, theirs
certainly had been. They were exhausted
on many levels, physically, mentally and
emotionally. 'So we closed the door and
went away for 12 months and worked on
fishing boats in WA.'
Having seen other relationships fail
under pressure, they have always had the
attitude of being ready to take a break,
pack up and go off somewhere. They'd
lived in NZ for 12 months before they
started the house.

Matt and Dina were smart. 'We made
a promise to ourselves that until the
carpet was down and we could make a
cup of tea, we were not going to move in.'
Matt says, 'We never borrowed money; if
we couldn't pay cash for something, we
didn't get it until we could. We never had
a mortgage.'
They estimate that the total cost of
this stunning house, with all fittings
etc., was about $50,000 – of course not
including their labour. Dina suffered
'horrendous injuries from a motorbike
accident' when she was 18, and had
invested the compensation from that
in real estate, so they had some backup
funds available.
Matt built the adjacent garage/
laundry in 1988 while Dina went off to
work again. Then, following their survival
philosophy, they took off with sons Carlo
and Toby around Australia. When they
came back, Dina bought the health food
shop in town and worked in that.
The pool may seem a luxury but
was actually built to help Dina recover
from her injuries. She needed a hip
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replacement but was too young, and
avoided the operation for 30 years by
swimming kilometres daily. Guests
benefit now too, and the views are our
bonus. I love Matt's details like the timber
holder for the tap by the pool, and the
way the timber deck is cut to fit around
the uneven rock edge.

Bathroom surprise
Like the pool, the spa bath in the
bathroom is not really a luxury; it was
also partly because of Dina's injuries and
partly because it was deep enough for
their two young sons.
The bathroom, of brick, timber and
black glazed tiles, has a cream shower
unit shell, in keeping with the aim of
things being simple. You fit it, 'end of
story' says Matt, no grouting and tiles. I
am a fan of that. With swing doors that
operate both ways, and rubber seals, it is
modern and compact. Despite being 35
years old, it looks as good as new, in fact it
looks almost space age.
To soften that impression, charming
antique fine cotton curtains from Italy
hang above it and the mirror over the
basin was made from the burl of a tree.
Dina's first attempt at leadlight is the
casement window above the flushing
toilet in the bathroom, although it looks
c.1930s. She did a six week course one
day a week in Dorrigo and loved it, hence
many enhance this house.
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Leadlight fancies
The others are creatively original:
Thomas the Tank Engine in one of
the boys' rooms; fantailed blue birds
fluttering over a bright flower in the
main bedroom; a strip of four large
panels of abstract curving lines and
slender ellipses set high in the inner
walls of the boys' rooms, like an inner
clerestory or an extension of the old
fanlight idea; and my favourite, of gum
leaves and blossom buds, set in diamond
panes of asymmetrically clear and wavy
glass, in the kitchen. She has also done
a few commissions.

Apart from the fixed creations,
there are more portable items added to
delight the eye. In the main bedroom the
elongated oval wall mirror is the door off
an old wardrobe, hung on its side. Below
it is a dainty hall table made by Matt, of
English oak with glass inserts at the front
and apparently random circular red cedar
inserts. Matt explains the latter were
instigated by the need to fill knot holes. It
has an air of Asian style and simplicity.
Even looking up is of interest, with a
ceiling of shorter coachwood boards set
in diagonal patterns between exposed
beams, and a wavy edge 'cornice.’
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Cook's kitchen
The slate-floored kitchen is spacious,
functional and beautiful. Dina loves to
cook, and this kitchen had to cope with
her developing catering business.
It has lots of bench space, with
pretty amazing curving jigsaw corner
joins – 'Never again!' says Matt, who
made all the cupboards from rosewood
and coachwood. The latter and hoop
pine were the dominant species here
in Eastern Dorrigo, he says, but all the
coachwood was cut out for the Mosquito
bombers for the Battle of Britain.
There was a huge plywood mill here,
as coachwood is the perfect timber for
peeling, has high strength while still
being light, has no faults, yet grows
very large.
The kitchen drawer fronts are figured
rosewood, which has great variety of
colour and figure, but he says it is never
first choice for cabinetry, as some exudes

sticky sap forever and can't be used, plus
it reacts with brass hardware.
Above the benches Matt laid a white
tiled splashback with an olive trim line,
all quite flush and easy to clean. On the
brick wall in the kitchen he first got a
friend in to do hard plastering, where it is
hand mixed and trowelled on, a lost skill
which he admires greatly.

The garage that isn't
Adjoining this original family house is
the one-bedroom 'Garage,’ also available
as accommodation. It is equally charming
and it's hard to imagine it really was once
the garage and laundry, built after the
actual house was finished. Its external
stonework walls have even more quirky
inserts, including a round window and a
stone sunrise.
Its 'front' deck also offers green vistas
and is nestled beside a lush rainforest
pocket with a pond edged by mossy

statues and rocks. The main entry at the
rear has glazed doors and windows where
once the roller doors were, and a small
private deck.
The main room here also has a wood
combustion heater, stone-backed, and
lovely timber pieces by Matt, including
a soaring rosewood marlin-shaped wall
mirror. This kitchen includes Mini Orb
panels amongst the plywood and river
oak. Its bathroom has a large insert of
glass blocks in the outside wall to fill in
what was a doorway, and a slender blue
gum eye-shaped mirror over an elegant
Matt-made basin bench.
It's a most stylish garage and I aim to
stay there next!
Why and how the big shed/workshop
just up the hill came to be Matt and
Dina's new and totally different stone
and timber house, which of course
meant another big shed had to be built,
is another story for another issue …
and I promise it is just as admirable
and interesting. u
Ridgetop Hideaway, 02 6657 2243,
www.ridgetophideaway.com.au
Matt Francis, Designer/Maker of 'unique
conversation pieces,’ 02 6657 2243.
Sharyn Munro is an author and regular
contributor to The Owner Builder. She
lived for decades in her solar powered,
owner built mud brick cabin in the NSW
Upper Hunter mountains. Now she lives
in the Manning Valley.

www.sharynmunro.com
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